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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we propose a new transaction sharding technique that aims to improve the scalability of the 5irechain network. This sharding technique called “nested chain” can be easily implemented in a decentralized setting like the blockchain. The sharding technique reduces cross-chain dependencies by ensuring that all the transactions sent from the same address will be found in blocks along the same chain and there will be no possibility of double-spending of the same token in two different chains. Our technique does not require additional tokens and it operates only on the same token across multiple shards.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The total market cap of cryptocurrencies stood at US$3 trillion in November 2021 before shedding a third of its total value by early 2022. There are well over 6,000 different coins and tokens trading on cryptocurrency exchanges today. The underlying structure of these cryptocurrencies is based on blockchains – a data structure that serves as a decentralized ledger that records past transactions in an immutable and transparent manner.

Scalability is one of the crucial issues concerning a blockchain ecosystem. The scalability of any blockchain platform determines the peak number of transactions it can handle. Decentralized ledgers must address the scalability issue in order to be adopted by large financial farms. There are a few techniques currently being explored by researchers to deal with the scalability issue. One of them relies on having parallel chains with dedicated coins. In those ecosystems, each parallel chain has its own coin, thereby eliminating the possibility of double-spending across different chains.

In this paper, we propose a new design for maintaining parallel chains in 5ire network. Our design, henceforth called “nested chain” does not rely on additional coins, rather the same token can be used across all the parallel chains. Our technique increases the scalability of 5ire chain by many folds while preventing double spending of a token.

2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW

Sharding in distributed ledgers was conceptualized by Danezis et al. [2], and Croman et al. [1]. The goal of sharding is to split up the task of consensus among different nodes, for improving network throughput and reducing computational and storage overhead on a single node. Luu et al. [5] maintains one single chain but divides mining with respect to different
shards to different committees. Kokoris-Kogias et al. [4] presented Omniledger that uses ByzCoinX, a sharding approach that parallelizes block commitments by analyzing and handling dependencies between transactions. Zamani et al. [7] proposed Rapidchain, the first sharding-based blockchain protocol requiring a sublinear number of bits exchanged in the network per transaction. They propose a novel technique to partition the blockchain so each node would need to store only a fraction of the entire blockchain. In RapidChain, committees discover each other via an efficient routing mechanism that reduces latency and storage. Martino et al. [6] proposed chain web, a parallel chain PoW architecture that combines thousands of individually mined peer chains into a single network and in which each chain mines the same cryptocurrency that can be transferred to other chains via a trustless, two-step Simple Payment Verification at the smart contract level. In [3] proposed by Forestier et al., each block cross-references the most recent block of every chain.

3.0 DESCRIPTION OF NESTED CHAIN

We aim to solve the scalability issue by introducing a new concept called nested chains. In 5irechain, a transaction pool corresponds to a chain. When the number of transactions in a pool exceeds a certain threshold, the transaction pool splits, giving rise to two different pools. There are certain actors called joiner nodes in the network. When a particular transaction pool gets overloaded with transactions, the joiner nodes send a split transaction into the network. If the transaction is included in a block, the current chain splits, and from that point, two different chains emerge. Each of the chains has its own transaction pool with transactions taken from the parent pool. We use a hash function to classify transactions for inclusion into either pool. The sender address in every transaction is hashed, and depending upon the first few bites of the hash output, a unique transaction pool is chosen as the destination pool for that transaction. Let us assume that at time \( t = t_0 \), there is one transaction pool \( P \) in the network. The transactions in \( P \) are denoted as \( T_1, T_2, \ldots, T_n \). If \( n \) is higher than the threshold value, then a split transaction is sent by the joiner nodes in the network. We assume that the ‘split transaction’ is included in the current block \( B_0 \). Then \( P \) gets divided into two pools \( P_0 \) and \( P_1 \). Let Hash be an SHA-256 hash function. For each \( i \in [1, n]\), if \( \text{Hash}(PKT_i) = 0 || \{0, 1\}^* \), then \( T_i \) will be included into pool \( P_0 \), else it will be included into \( P_1 \). This is depicted in Figure 2. Here, PC is the public key of the sender of the transaction \( T_i \). Each of them will have its own chain that will emerge from the original chain. Let us say that the original chain was \( C \), and the two chains emerging from \( C \) are denoted as \( C_0 \) and \( C_1 \). \( C_0 \) and \( C_1 \) correspond to pool \( P_0 \) and \( P_1 \) respectively. So, the first block in both \( C_0 \) and \( C_1 \) will include the hash of \( B_0 \). Hence, \( B_0 \) will be the predecessor of the first blocks of both chains. The two chains \( C_0 \) and \( C_1 \) will progress independently to each other. If any of the two chains need to be split the joiner nodes again send a ‘split’ transaction intended for the particular chain. This transaction is included in a block on that chain which causes the chain to split again as is shown in Figure 1. Every chain and its corresponding transaction pool have an identifier. The original chain has identifier \( X \) which is same as the original transaction pool. If the chain gets split, two new chains are created. They have ids \( X_0 \) and \( X_1 \) respectively. The corresponding transactions pools also have the same ids. If chain/pool \( X_0 \) gets split again, there will be two new chains/pools having ids \( X_0_0 \) and \( X_0_1 \). In general, if chain/pool \( X[y_1||y_2|| \ldots ||y_c] \) gets split, we get two new chains/pools with ids \( X[y_1||y_2|| \ldots ||y_c][0] \) and \( X[y_1||y_2|| \ldots ||y_c][1] \). Let us denote the start of \( y_1 \) as \( y_1^{\text{start}} \). If a transaction \( T \) appears in the network, it will go to the transaction pool \( X[y_1||y_2|| \ldots ||y_c] \) where \( \text{Hash}(PKT_T) = y_1||y_2|| \ldots ||y_c \).
\cdot \cdot \cdot \cdot ||yc||\{0, 1\}\ast. PkT \text{ is the public key of the sender of T. This will ensure that all the transactions send by the same node will go to the same pool. The method of including transactions into different pools is shown in Algorithm 1.}

If the load on the network drops, then chains that emerged from a parent chain has to be merged again. Let us assume that at some point in time there are two transaction pools X||y1||y2||\cdots||yc||0, and X||y1||y2||\cdots||yc||1 that came into existence after the division of the pool X||y1||y2||\cdots||yc. The number of transactions into the two pools X y1 y2 yc 0, and X y1 y2 yc 1 have dropped below a certain threshold. Now, the joiner nodes send a ‘merge’ transaction aimed at the two pools. When the transaction is included in blocks of both the chains, mining stops on these two chains. Then the joiner nodes create a joiner block that causes the chains to merge into one.

**Algorithm 1 Algorithm to include transactions into pools.**

---

**Require:** a transaction $T$, the set $P$ of ids of transaction pools. $SenderWallet()$ returns the sender address of a transaction. $Hash$ is a hash function.

**Ensure:** $i : i \in P$ the index of transaction pool where $T$ is sent.

\[
x \leftarrow SenderWallet(T)
\]

\[
y \leftarrow Hash(x) \mod 3
\]

\[
z = |y|
\]

\[
while \ P \neq \emptyset \ do
\]

\[
i \leftarrow P
\]

\[
if \ y_{2-1}y_{2-2}\cdots y_{2-i} = t \ then
\]

\[
Return \ t
\]

\[
end \ if
\]

\[
P = P \setminus \{t\}
\]

\[
end \ while
\]

---

4.0 JOINER NODES

There are certain actors called joiner nodes in the 5irechain ecosystem. The joiner nodes manage the creation, maintenance, and termination of nested chains. First,
Fig. 1. Nested Chains

These nodes send split instruction that causes a transaction pool to split into two. The joiner nodes come from the set of block assemblers. The responsibility of a joiner node is to assemble a joiner block using a consensus mechanism and record the information of all preceding nested chains into it. A joiner block is created after each epoch in order to synchronize the state of Sirechain across the nodes. It is possible to increase or decrease the number of nested chains after each joiner block depending on the load on the network.

Figure 2 shows the different parameters of a split transaction transmitted by the joiner nodes. The transaction contains the public keys of the joiner nodes and the signatures along with other necessary parameters. Note that joiner nodes produce the split/join transaction in a unified manner. That is, the nodes send a common transaction together, instead of each node sending a separate transaction.

The joiner nodes are chosen from the set of block assemblers. There are many nodes chosen as block assemblers in an epoch. A group of block assemblers can create a split/join transaction in an epoch if the total weight of the block assemblers is at least 50% of the total weight of all the block assemblers in that epoch. The block assembler who includes a split/join transaction in a block must verify that this condition holds for the signers of the said transaction.

![Transaction type | Chain Id | Timestamp](image)

- Public Key of Joiner Node 1
- Public Key of Joiner Node 2
- Public Key of Joiner Node n-1
- Public Key of Joiner Node n
- Other parameters
- Signatures

Fig. 2. Split transaction

5.0 DOUBLE SPENDING

One of the factors that determine the stability of any cryptocurrency network is its ability to prevent double-spending. Double spending is the event where the same coin is used more than once by the sender. This has to be prevented in order to maintain the consistency of the system. Cryptocurrencies that support parallel chains or shards need to ensure that the same coin does not get spent in two parallel chains. This could happen when two different transactions on the same coin get included in two different parallel chains. That is why conventional cryptocurrencies use different coins in distinct chains. Our Sirechain network prevents double-spending by making sure that all the transactions from the same sender go to the same transaction pool. If there are two different transactions having the same sender key, they will be included in the same pool. So, it is up to the block assembler to include either of them that would cause the other one to be discarded automatically. In our Sirechain, the block assembler of any slot only needs to scan the previous blocks along the same chain in order to
prevent double-spending, it does not need to read through the blocks in other parallel chains as all the transactions from a particular sender will be found on the blocks along the same chain. Thus, our 5irechain protocol evades the use of multiple coins in multiple chains.

6.0 ATTACKS ON THE PROTOCOL

In this section, we shall discuss some of the possible attacks on the nested chain protocol. We shall also discuss possible counter-measures against these attacks.

6.1 Selective wallet attack

As discussed above, our nested chain protocol classifies transactions depending upon the hash value of the senders’ addresses. A powerful adversary may try to use this functionality to blow up one transaction pool by sending transactions to that pool from selected wallets. Let us assume that at some time there is one transaction pool A in the network. An increased influx of transactions causes the pool and the corresponding chain to split into two, namely pool A0, and

![Fig. 3. Selective wallet attack](image)

A1. Now attacker A wants to launch a selective wallet attack on the network. It sends many transactions to pool A0 from selected wallets that cause the transactions to go into pool A01. After a sufficient number of transactions are shoved into pool A01, it is split again into two pools A010, and A011. This way, the attacker can target one transaction pool and can flood it with transactions while other pools run dry. This scenario has been depicted in Figure 3. Under normal circumstances, the load on each of the transaction pools should be uniform as we determine the destination pool of a particular transaction depending upon the first few bites of the wallet address. However, a powerful attacker can overwhelm a particular pool by creating many wallets and sending tokens only from those wallets that would make the transactions go into that particular pool. This is achievable due to the fact that the number of transaction pools is always limited. It is needless to say that the attacker cannot continue with this attack for a long time as she would need to keep spending money for creating transactions. At some point in time, the attack would cease and chains would start merging back. It is also noteworthy that during the time of the attack, other chains might sit idle as they run out of transactions for assembling blocks. Keeping many chains idle is not desirable as it would increase the time to confirm a transaction that goes to an idle pool. Hence, it would be desirable not to have idle chains for a long time. One measure to achieve this will be to allow the out-of-norm merger of transaction pools and chains. That is, the joiner nodes can be allowed to merge any two of the existing pools/chains instead of merging only those
pools/chains that emerged from the same pool/chain. This has been depicted in Figure 4. In this figure, two transaction pools that did not originate from the same pool are merged together. These pools are A1 and A001. Once they are joined, all the transactions that were destined for A1, and A001 will now go into the combined pool A1 + A001. In other words, now the combined pool will contain all the transactions T, such that if WT is the sender’s address of T, then Hash(WT) will start with either the bit 1 or the bit string 001. The joiner nodes need to merge the corresponding chains so the block assemblers and other nodes can know which pools are being merged, so the block assembly can continue smoothly.

Fig. 4. Out-of-norm merger of transaction pools.

7.0 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we propose a new technique to scale up the number of transactions handled by the 5ire network. Our technique does not require additional tokens and at the same time prevents double-spending by ensuring that the transactions sent by a particular sender will not be included in blocks on two different chains. Our technique is compatible with blockchains like 5irechain and can be adopted by any blockchain in existence. Our technique eliminates cross-referencing between parallel chains.
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